
Spot Harbor Point opens 4,000 s/f facility in Stamford
January 22, 2015 - Retail

The Spot Experience, the fastest-growing pet care services provider that partners with residential
developers as well as the airline and hospitality industries, has opened a new dog care facility. The
4,000 s/f facility is located at Harbor Point. Spot Harbor Point opened in mid-December.
Spot, which is bringing the first facility of its kind to Connecticut, will be providing the ultimate
convenience and comfort for dog owners, offering in-facility services that include concierge
amenities, cage-free daycare, personalized walking, grooming, specialized hands-on training,
convenient retail products and a variety of other innovative pet care services.
"We are thrilled to work with Harbor Point to open this new store for pet owners in such a dynamic
and vibrant community," said Mitch Marrow, founder and co-CEO of The Spot Experience. "Our staff
is unmatched in the level of care provided for pets, and we are excited for the residents in Stamford
to experience the innovative technology and high-quality customer service that Spot prides itself on."
"Working with The Spot Experience to offer this amenity to our residents continues to define Harbor
Point as one of Stamford's most luxurious and convenient residential and business communities.
Spot is a new kind of dog care, and we are pleased to be part of their growth and expansion," said
Ted Ferrarone, COO of Harbor Point.
Spot combines facilities with innovative technology to provide the safest play environment for dogs.
From their special flooring to protect dogs' joints to Spot's 24/7 webcam access, Spot gives pet
parents the peace of mind to know that their dogs are treated like one of the family.
Since its launch in 2011, Spot continuously partners with the most well-known developers in the
industry including Silverstein Properties, LeFrak, Argo and Rockrose. The firm's Spot Travel division
also provides the safest and most advanced animal air transportation program in the industry.Spot
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